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Trojan Forty - Niners
Heading West
As others go home Wednesday for Christmas, the Taylor basket
ball team will face Bill Brown's boys from Rose Poly, at Terre Haute,
Ind. Then, like the 49'ers of old, they will be headed west for the
golden opportunity—to win a majority of five games with teams in
New Mexico, Arizona and California.
On the way, the travelling squad
will participate in Sunday services
at the church that Wally Good hails
from in Kansas. The Trojans will
meet Highlands University of New
Mexico at Las V^gas on Wednesday,
Elisha Mutasa, a new student December 28. Highlands University
from Umtali, Southern Rhodesia, is a state controlled teachers college
Africa, arrived on Taylor's campus! wjth over 1,000 students. On the
some three weeks ago, ready to be following night the team will winter
gin his education in America.
at Socorro, N. M. and then journey
Mr. Mutasa attended high school to Phoenix College at Phoenix, Ariz
at Heraldtown Institute at Ft. Beau ona.
fort and had further training at Pre-,
• A few hours before the New Year
toria in Transvaal. He already has
is ushered in, the purple and gold
had experience as a teacher, having
will meet California Tech, one of the
taught in the primary schools at
toughest teams of the season. Calif
Waddilove and Old Umtali and was
ornia Tech plays such teams as U.
headmaster of the latter institution
C. L. A., Univerity of California,
at the time he made application to
and New Mexico State. Cal. Tech. is
enter Taylor.
in Pasadena and has an enrollment
Mr. Mutasa wishes to practice
of 1.300 men.
medicine. He wrote, "From my
On New Years Day, the squad will
childhood, I have had a strong de
conduct services at the East Whittier
sire to study medicine. This appeals
Friends Church of Whittier, Cal. and
to me for two reasons. Among my
then play Pasadena College on the
mother's ancestors there were many
day following. Controlled by the
who healed with herbs. The other
Nazarene Church, Pasadena College
reason is because I see a great need
has an enrollment of 550. Westmont
for doctors. There is not a single
College of Santa Barbara is the
doctor of my color in Southern Rho
last western opponent for Coach
desia. Since Rhodesia is a tropical
Odle and his charges. Westmont
country, many of my people are
College is a growing, interdenomin
prey to many different kinds of di
ational school, fundamental in theo
seases such as malaria and bilharzlogy. A rather young school, West
ia. Many die in infancy. You can
mont already has an enrollment of
understand how I feel."
over 300. After playing West
Because of his color he could not
mont on Tuesday January 3, the
enter the government university at
Trojans will pick up their winged
Witmatersrand. He says racial prob
feet and head straight for the plains
lems are so acute in South Africa
of Indiana.
that it is dangerous for a Negro to
aspire to any type of education
there. In spite of this, he says,
"Southern Rhodesia and Africa
mean a lot to me."

African Student
On Campus

Merry Christmas from the Echo staff

Traveling For Taylor
by Mr. John Lamey

Philos Present Film
"That Kid Buck," a 35 minute
sound motion picture will be pre
sented by the Philalethean Society

As all of you know, or rather should know, Taylor University is
owned and controlled by the William Taylor Foundation, a non profit
Saturday, January 7, 1950 at 7:30
holding corpration chartered under the laws of the State of Indiana
for the purpose of operating Taylor University as an institution of p.m.
This film, written and directed by
higher Christian learning.

Ken Anderson, and produced by
C. O. Baptista Films, Wheaton, Illi
nois, presents God's answer to ju
venile delinquency.
An added feature will be the film,
"Musical Places," testimonies in
words and music.
Tickets for this presentation will
be available from the members of
tribute to her up-k ep.
about the financial needs of Taylor the Philalethean Society after va
Hotv Taylor is Supported
University. Another way in which cation.
Taylor University is not a tax sup-| they can help is by giving us names
ported school and as we have no, 0f friends or acquaintances who
church affiliations, neither are we might be interested in our type of DAYTIME CAROLING CLASS
church supported. Our endowment i program. We will place them on our
fund is just over $100,000 which mailing list and visit them personally
Daytime caroling was today's as
brings in about $3,000 to $3,500 per when we think it advisable
signment for two Music Essentials
year income. We therefore have only
My work consists mainly of travel classes.
two chief sources of operating in- ing over the country contacting pasEach student was responsible for
come; tuition and fees paid by j tors, alumni, parents of students directing one carol as the group
students in attendance and income .and other friends of the school, try- went about the campus singing.
from the William Taylor Foundation. ing to interest them in giving fin
These classes include such ac
The tuition and fees charged the ancial support to Taylor University. complished musicians as Howie
students ^do not cover all the ex-j
Stow, Mai Cofield, Don Granitz, and
Progress Made So Far
pense incident to a year's education.
John Barram.
It is necessary-that we secure nearly
Since July of 1948 we have re
$100 in donations each year for ceived gifts from 369 individuals
every student enrolled in order to who had never before contributed
balance our budget. Some have sug- anything to Taylor. Total contribugested that we increase the cost of tjons jor the fjrst eleven months of
tuition to cover this expense. How-'1949 were 537)862.42 compared to
ever, if Taylor were to charge her I $17n20.20 for the same period of
students the full^cost,^ there^would j948 ais0 during 1949 one friend of
be many who could ~"
not1 possibly
" se
"" the school, mow 82 years old, has
cure their advanced education. My placed us in his will for $20,000.00,
job consists of not only raising this j anotj]er for properties valued at over
money but slso securing sduitionsl $10,000.00
tcinnnnnn and
ar*A at
of i^ocf
least +hro<=»
three morp
more
funds with which to carry on our for unstated amounts. Alumni Bonds
expansion program.
have been written for a total of
The Source of Income
$8,063.25.
Progress has been made, but we
Our first source of outside in
come is of course our Alumni group. are still short of meeting the finan
However, as the majority of Taylor cial needs of Taylor. It is an imalumni have gone forth into fields intense task but as long as the Lord
of Christian service and as such are has His hand upon Taylor University
not ordinarily in the higher income I am sure that he will continue to
brackets, we cannot expect this provide and will also be with me in
group to be large contributors. How my part of the work.

Anyone contributing $10.00 or
more dach year to our general oper- ug -n their prayerSi p0Ssibly some
ating expense fund is eligible
afe -n
position t0 also he[p by conmembership In the foundati n.
tributions. Our present student body
membership entitles one to full dis- £an ^
^ determining that when
cussion and voting privileges at t e j^ey leave Taylor they will be faithannual meeting of members. In
w-tk a( jeag( a stnajj contribution
other- words, Tl*ylor
niversi y is gach
gtudents can also help by
really owned by the people who con- ta)kin>g {o their parems and frjends

ever, at the present time less than
25% of our Taylor Alumni are reg
ular contributors to Taylor Univers
ity. This is largely our fault because
we have not until recently had any
systematic follow up of our Alumni
nor have we had a well organized
program to present to them as they
left Taylor. We now have the Taylor
Alumni Bond which will be ex
plained in a later issue of the Echo.
We must therefore depend upon
friends of Taylor's faculty, students
and alumni for the bulk of our in
come.

A Cappella
Program to be
Broadcast

A recording of the A Cappella
Choir's Christmas program presented
in chapel Monday will be broadcast
over WMRI, FM, tomorrow night at
7:30.
The transcribed service will in
clude carols by the choir and Script
ure reading. Instrumentalists will be
How You Can Help
Mae Jean Gilbert, Lillian Anderson,
Students and' faculty members and Mary Lee Wilson.
Professor Robert W. Glover will
can help in our work of raising
money by first of all remembering direct the choir.

"Little Women" to
Be Dramatized

Freshmen Sing
Yule Tidings

Strains of Yuletide carols filled
the air last Tuesday night when
the freshman class left Magee
Dorm at 7:30. Their message of
the Christ Child's birth reached
the homes of the faculty, the local
pastors, Miss Miller, and Mrs.
Shilling.
Rex Gearhart, Dick Steinhofer,
Nancy Sisson, and Becky Swanger
planned the trip.

Ci^..

.

Prefacing his remark by noting
that the scaffolding was now down
and the front portico completed,
he went on to state that the floor
ing, which is to -be of an asphalt
variety, would be laid by the mid
In. a special announcement to
dle of January.
the student body in chapel last
The (building itself, he said,
Friday, President Meredith reveal would be entirely finished by Feb
ed up-to-date information con ruary 1.
cerning the state, both as to con
The stacks, which are to be
struction and finances, of the ' ordered immediately, should be
Ayres-Alumni Memorial Library | here by March, 'and the furniture
now under construction.
| by the middle of April. He esti

President Reveals
Library Progress

Miss Lillian Anderson, speech
major, will be giving her Senior Re
cital in Shreiner Auditorium, Friday,
January 6.
The presentation, an adaptation of
"Little Women" by Louise Alcott,
in three acts, features nine charac
ters, and is almost an hour in
length.
Miss Anderson will be assisted by
Miss Patricia West at the organ; the
ushers will be Philip Souder, Dick
Unkenholtz, Dorothy Cunningham,
and Isabel. Anderson.

j

mated that the library would be
ready to be occupied some time
before the end of the 1949-50
school year, thus giving the grad
uating class a few iweeks, at the
least, in which to make use of its
facilities.
The president closed his state
ment by reminding both the fac
ulty and student body of their
outstanding pledges.
"We want to dedicate the li
brary out of debt," he said, "but
we need your help to do it."
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The Empty Chapel Seat
by Bill Wortman
This is the second of a two-week series of
safety articles appearing in THE ECHO, remindl . n y l ' s °f l l l e n e e d for added precaution throuqh
this holiday season.
May this never happen here!
niiietn^cPriiS!iryLCe W3S different today- A solemn hush of
quietness filled the room as we each faced the reality of death.
J™ thn?nS jUSt tw° weeks a§° in the pre-vacation chapel serv
that I was sitting in this same seat, singing from this
same hymnal, without a care in the world. Bob,'the fellow that
Sits beside me, shared his last stick of gum while we sat there
listening, but quite anxious for the bell to ring. Bob exhibited
a particular eagerness to start home

™

-—

E

tion buUt^Th WCekS T" T°day We're back from vaca
tion, but it isn t the same—the seat beside me is empty.
I he Dean just finished reading an announcement of the
tragic accident that had marred our holiday. Bob was so anxru"e "Don't P™
r hC h3»
so costly
°n Curves"

for8otten a simPie little safety
O
Such a simPie mistake, yes, but

The angels assured the shepherds
of an event providing "great joy."
"The joy of
the Lord is your
strength," exclaimed Nehemiah, and
the Apostle has declared that the
"Kingdom of God... is righteous
ness, and peace, and joy in the Holy
Ghost." Joy is a term uniquely Chris
tian. There are pleasure seekers and
fun makers and thrilling experiences
sought by many, but joy is confined
to those hearts who have heard the
glad tidings. In Him there is fulness
of joy and at His right hand are
pleasures for ever more. Unspeak
able joy is the lot only of the Christ
ian.
What a train of events united to
bring in a new day for the world
when on that night the Judean hills
were lighted with the glory of a
heavenly host who sang, "Glory to
God in the highest and on earth
peace, good will toward men." Joy
to which the prophets had alluded,
and for which all reverent souls had
prayed, was now reassured with the
testimony of angels. "Let us now go
and see," said wise and trustful

shepherds. From that day to now no
man has moved toward the Christ ot
Bethlehem without receiving a joy
which the world never offered.
The hymns and songs of Christen
dom at this Yuletide season would
not be decriptive of the significance
of our Saviour's birth were they to
exclude that element of joy. "Joy to
the world, the Lord is come." Until
room is prepared for Him the sor
rows of sin hang over the soul with
a menacing pall. But with the com
ing of the Lord the darkest shades
give way to the heavenly glow of
His presence and resplendent glory.
Then joy, real joy, wells up to gladen the heart. There is no joy in the
world without Him.
Joy is something to be shared
rather than to be consumed. That is
because true joy is a part of God's
nature. To catch the joy of Christ
mas therefore is to search out ways
and means of awakening in others a
realization that we care for them.
Gifts become a natural expression
of joy. The Magi brought gifts to the
feet of Him whose star had guided
them. All of this ties in with the
giving of gifts at Christmas time.
The exchange of presents among
friends and relatives i not always
the Christian act of giving a gift to
some one because Christian joy has
prompted it. We truly celebrate His
coming by evidencing His joy in our
hearts which in turn prompts the
giving of gifts to others. There is a
sense in which the true Christian
spirit carries a mystical contagion
until many not otherwise moved are
motivated to spread joy at this sea
son.
—Clyde W. Meredith

Peace On Earth

Vacuum (3leanel

by Ruth Robinson

By BETTY THOMPSON
Outside Ruth Henry's door there's
sign reading, "Congratulations,
Paul Steiner; you're a lucky fellow!"
We agree, but might we add that
Ruth's pretty lucky herself. Best
wishes to this new engaged couple!
a

Coach Odle was giving his history
class some of the history of Taylor
University. He mentioned that Tay
lor was once known as Fort Wayne
Female Seminary. "Oh," said Bernie
Gotland, "did girls go there?" His
answer was a pathetic look from
Coach Odle.

When they finally got his body out of the crushed car
would"8 WaS,Stl.1i m hls P°cket. It was the same ring but it
would never be the same token of happiness. It was now a so
Glenna Phillips, Reva Zischke, and
il™ re™.inder of the importance of even the simplest of safety
Anderson are winners of
vorites.
* remmder that the Grim ReaPer shows no fa- Marilyn
first prize for catching the most

The air is crisp and cold,
The stars are brightly shining,
And Christmas bells are ringing
A message ages old.
"Peace on earth, good will to men'
Re-echoed o'er the earth,
As once again we celebrate
Our Saviour's wondrous birth.
The "Prince of Peace" has come, we
say,
Let everyone rejoice!
Yet, in this warring world today
Have we ignored His voice?
Let's consecrate our lives anew
This year at Christmas time,
And have with all His message true
His joy and peace sublime.

The strains of

many Christmas

songs have reached our ears during
this Christmas season. There are so
many beautiful tunes that we have
trouble in selecting which particular
one we would like to listen to or
hum. But if you had to make a
choice—What is your favorite Christ

mas carol and why?
There is a great variety of Christ
mas carols in the hymn books of our
churches across this great land. Some
of these are very good while others
are just fair; however, there is one
in particular that appeals to me. The
music is composed by Karl P. Har
rington and the lyrics are writ
ten by Josiah G. Holland. From
listening to the words and melody of
this hymn one cannot help but'feel
that God surely mugt have inspired
it, as^he has in the writing of the
Bible. "There's a Song in the Air," as
is is sung, paints a very beautiful
picture on the minds of both those
who sing and those listening to it.
This picture is of a child, although
born of lowly estate, a king and not
a king only, but also a Saviour of
you, me, and all mankind from the
past, through the present, and to the
future.
—Ben Bailey
"Holy Night, Peaceful Night," or
as it is usually called, "Silent Night,"
is highest on my list of favorite
Christmas carols. This hymn arouses
a host of pleasant memories which
are connected with the Christmas
season. Some of them are vague im
pressions carried over from child
hood; but all blend together creating
a glorious feeling of hope, peace,
and joy. The words present a com
plete picture of the Christmas mes
sage. Lastly, I enjoy very much the
lovely -music which Franz Gruber
composed for it.
—Virginia Dye
Beautiful is the description of
all Christmas carols because they
help to portray the birth of Christ.
However,"O Little Town of Bethle
hem" is one of the nicest in my op
inion. When I hear this song it
seems that I can see a town sleeping
under a quiet, starlit night, with one
bright star directly over the city.
Not only in its portrayal is it beauti
ful, but also in its music. When it is
well sung it seems as though angels
are singing. It pictures not only the
birth of Christ, but gives to us the
true Christmas spirit.
Dave Zehr
"O Holy Night...O night when
Christ was born." For me this song,
both in words and music, beautifully
and
completely
expresses
the
Christmas message because it re
lates the wonderful story that is the
joy of every Christian—that Jesus
came into the world "to seek and
save that which was lost"; that "for
our sakes He became poor that we
might be made spiritually rich." It is
difficult to choose a favorite Christ
mas carol but when the choice must
be made "O Holy Night" would
always be mine.

mice. After the unsuspecting mice ANOTHER TAYLOR "FIRST"
walked into their wastebaskets, the
i, T^u Tay'or University A Capit
upon it- poor, innocent creatures left this „pella
Choir holds the distinction of
world by falling off third floor fire n61".8., <? 0nIy colle8e choir in the
escape.
United States that is a member of
Sister Pat (Stow) and Sister Lois nf S School of Church Music
(Foust) went on a mission of mercy GloSr 1
ry' Eng,and> Professor
last week when they heard that Clover announced recently.
The R.S.C.M. was organized to
Carlene Mitchell wasn't feeling well.
by Claudia Groth
higher
quality
Dressed in black, flowing capes, the promote
ACROSS
girls chanted their hopes for a speedy music in Protestant churches The
I. Merry
recovery. Their visit to the sick
3
4. The Man Pays
room must have been effective, for services "in" England^and' published
Jan Rose
the Bills (slang)
1
Carlene returned to classes the' fol(Question
for
next
issue:
"What
7. Horse—Sleigh
lowing day.
rs is your pet peeve?")
throughout the world.
10. Turkish Weight
Height
isn't
the
only
subject
fori
II. To Be 111
discussion on the Jensen-Anderson- ]
12. Neither
McElwee gospel team. One elderly ! Glortter ^tom
13. It Hangs from
lady asked if Shorty and Lil were'
the Roof In Win
ter
sister and brother. Her next question
15. General
Elec
was even better: "Why did that red-1
tric (ab.)
headed girl marry such a young
16. Raid the Icebox
boy?" When she was assured that »'hat Is the Meaning of Faith'
For A
Faith is not so much a force by be greatly enlarged in the dire
Gordy wasn't as young as she had
17. Santa
Brings
which
we accomplish great things as of salvation. If you want to incr
supposed, she reached the conclusion
Them To Little
your faith, don't think about
that it was the haircut that gave realize theahn
hr0Ugh which we
Girls
ffaith, but think about the pe
Gordy that young appearance. Well realize the benefits of great thin.™
20. Symbol for Tel
who is the object of your faith
girls, there's the secret of keeping
lurium
is perfect, and faith is the link
young but don't all get crew cuts!
21. Note
of
the
tween us and Him. Faith that
Ruth Robinson must be making a
cepts Him will be big and str
22. Sound of Pleas
survey for Mr. Decker. She appeared
not because of us but becausi
ure with a Gift
at dinner one evening with a stop
Him.
(Pi.)
watch, and very conscientiously
0
~
<««•. i. "=
«•»>
24. A Chip off the Old Block
5. Lubricate
checked the time it took the waitress
What will faith do in our live
26. Artificial Language
6. Begged
es to serve.
ChriM
™h God through
When we face life seriously,
27. Abbreviation for Mountain
7. They Sang to the Shepherds
The anatomy class had the privil
n
n !
1 want to know that we are heade
28. That's What It Does In Winter 8. Christmas Carol
30. Minor Prophet
9. Degree Attained in Universi ege of skinning cats last week, and a»ac,.,,hewmT/;4;™ovos the right direction. Uncertain^
they made quite a sport of the pro
33. All Right
ties
uncomfortable. By faith we '
34. Nothing
cess. Bob Coughenour and Red
4. Easy to Slip On
nave the assurance of salvation
35. Mongrel
•
16. Heavenly Bodies
/Wr led the funeral march; while
act. there is no other basis for
3
36. Christmas Tree
18. Conjunction
Don IVyant and Gladys Bradford got an attitude and a relationshfn Th ® assurance of salvation. This is
39. The Star ... The Wisemen
19
Claus
busy with their knives, insuring them its meaning becomes not on,v I, * first result of true faith. Again, i
41. Age
23. Esteem
but actually operative In'oK^T
'rst place in the skinning contest
results
in a certain quality of
42. Winglike
25. Egg Dish
While
our
basketball
team
jour
3 Faith? * S'Z6 and strength A
43. A Combing Form Meaning
vital relationship with CI
29. Gumbo
of
Our
neys to California this vacation,
"The Ear"
means sharing His life, and the
31. Not Off
there are some Taylorites who will
DOWN
32. Place Where Grain Is Stored
the man dences of that life will be appai
who
cried
ou^
"Lord
^bei'•
be
traveling
to
Florida.
Among
those
1. Leave
35. Symbol for Cerium
el,eve; helP
alvation pannot be the produc
are Joy Jessop, Dorothy Burgess Eve thou mine unbelief » i.(?
2. Of the Same Kind
36. Note of the Scale
Perfect or
™ haye a good works, but good works wil
3. What Millionaires Can Give 37. An Assimilated Form Of In
Pallas, Fred and Frances Li'ngenWas a product of true faith. Furtl
sufficient for salvation
for Gifts
38. Sun God
wirn Phylu vMarUn' and Coach day that salvation does notV® ^ more, faith will produce growtl
Santa Carries It On His Back 40." To Bring About
W illiams. Basking in the Florida
* depend the individual life so that deve
sunshine sounds swell, but I'm all upon the size n, .
(Answers on page 6)
'"•h, bu, i, Spend,"™;''0' »»' ment and progress will always n
set for some Michigan snow!
the Christian's experience.
vou can believe that, your faith wui
—Milo A. Red

doesj16" ^ driVe' driVC 38 if y°Ur life dePended

Crosswords for Christmas
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What Is Faith?
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POETICAL PERVERSIONS
by Gladys Bradford

WELL, WE CAN DREAM, CAN'T WE?

A CHRISTMAS COSMORAMA
by Claudia Groth
Yes sir, the planes are ready and all of the guests are loaded. Our guides are here
and looking forward to th etrip.—No, no one seems uncomfortable, but there is def
initely an air of excitement. Yes sir, we are ready to take off. This was a splendid idea
of yours, sir, to take everyone on a trip to foreign countries to view Christmas cele
brations. Yes—It is time for the take-off.
South America—Barbara Volstad
Through the black night our planes of fancy carry us down the continent. South
America is our first stop and the guide, Barbara Volstad, comes forward to explain
Christmas in South America.
Number 1 on the Hit Parade in
South America would not be "I'm
dreaming of a White Christmas."
For those south of the equator,
the Christmas morning sun dawns
' on summer's fullest splendors. The
only touches of snow are those
found blanketing the Andes range
from th northern tip of Columbia
to the Strait of Magellan.
Many of our neighbors to the
south enjoy a longer period of
festivity than we do. The celebra
tion starts on the 16th of Decem
ber and ends with the visit of the
Three Wise Men on January 6th.
December 16th is the beginning of
the celebration of the "Posadas,"
meaning inns or lodging houses.
Each evening from the 16th until
Christmas Eve there is a reli
gious ritual in which a lodging is
hunted for Joseph and Mary, and
social merrymaking which cli
maxes in the breaking of the "pinata." The "pinata" is an earth
enware bowl that is disguised in
any number of funny ways. It is
filled with candies and little toys
of all kinds. Blindfolded children
take turns whacking it with a
stick until they break it.
Christmas Eve brings the big

religious ceremonies and the last
night of the "Posadas." A lodging
is found for Joseph and Mary.
There may be a candle light pro
cession to the church. In Columbia
the image of the Child Jesus is
fondled and kissed at the mid
night mass. In Peru, Catholics
kneel at the sound of the Cathed
ral bells. When they rise, they
iwish each one a "Noche Buena", a
good night.
January 6th has a special place
in the hearts of many of the little
children. This celebrates the visit
of the Three Wise Men who play
the role of Santa Claus.
In Argentina, the children place
their shoes by their beds with as
great a hope as we hang'our socks
by the chimney. Mexican children
prefer to place their shoes on the
balcony.
Little Argentinian children take
a further precaution when they
leave hay and water outside their
doors for the camels of the Wise
Men.
These different religious pic
tures of Christmas in South Amer
ica pertain to those who do not
(Continued on page 5)

help could come from outside as
there was a blizzard raging in the
mountains. He therefore suggested
to the vicar that a new song would
help the situation, and Mohr im
mediately wrote these verses.
The first setting made by Gru
ber was in three parts; and with
the accompaniment of a guitar, it
was first sung by Gruber, Mohr,
and a young soprano who was
taking the part of Virgin Mary in
the ceremonies.
Some days later when the organ
man came to repair the organ, Gru
ber showed him this song, and he
was so pleased that he took a copy
back to his home in Zilluthal. It
was brought to America by a
group of Tyrolese singers and soon
the whole world was singing "Si
lent Night, Holy Night."

and called them by name:
"Now, Opper! Now, Hayden!
now, Flecker and Watson!
On, Copley! On, Sherman!
on, Phillips and Thompson!"
To the lop of the fire escape
and into the hall!
Now dash away, dash away,
dash away all!
As dry leaves that before the wild
hurricane fly,
When they meet with an obstacle,
mount to the sky,
So u]i to the fourth floor the
guilty ones flew,
With their box of live mice,—and the angry dean too.
And then in a twinkling we
heard o'er our heads
The prancing and scuffling
Of thosp not in bed.
As we drew in our heads and
were turning around,
Down the stairs came the box
with a horrible bound!
The mice scattered far into
each third floor room,
Soon followed by dean wielding
one large-size broom.
And I heard her exclaim as
she ran out of sight
"Merry Christmas to all—
in spite of my plight!"

'TWas the night 'fore vacation
when all through the dorm
Mee and students were stirring
arid oh, what a storm!
Suitcases were piled by the
the staircase with care,
In hopes that no person would
trip on them there.
(The kill-joys were nestled
all snug in their beds,
Such untimely thoughts had
not entered their heads.)
Now roommate in her P.J.'s
and I in my robe,
Were laying our plans for a
room to room probe, —
When down in the court there
arose such a clatter,
We ran to the window to see
what was the matter.
There to our wondering 'eyes
did appear
Eight Taylor girls all
trembling with fear,
With a dignified woman
so tall and so lean
We knew in a moment it must
be the dean!
More rapid than eagles the
girls ran from same,
And she whistled and shouted

Gift Hints For
Late Shoppers

WHAT'S YOUR CHRISTMAS
I. Q.?
j
Could you pass a Christmas j
exam? See how you rate answer
by Betty Fleming
ing the following questions. 5-61
Dear me, only four more Christ
correct is good; 7-8 is above aver
age; 9-10 is excellent. Answers mas shopping days. I haven't even
begun doing my own buying, and
on page 6.
1. Who wrote Christmas Carol, j here I am offering last minute gift
the famous story of Scrooge? ; hints. I wonder what I have to sug
2. Why is Christmas sometimes gest?
1. Sister Susie would probably be
written "Xmas" ?
3. The U. S. has a National thrilled at having some of that de
Christmas Tree. Where is it luxe jewelry on sale at the Book
Store. Remember, fort^ percent off!
located ?
4. When was the first Christmas
2. Stationary for roommate will
card dispatched ?
suffice. If your roomy is like mine,
5. How did Santa Claus get his it'll be greatly appreciated. Remind
her (him) that the best way to get
name?
6. Where did the custom of kiss letters is to write them.
3. Sweaters and shirts and all
ing under the mistletoe origin
things nice are what the "Ole Col
ate?
7. Who conceived of the first lege Shoppe" has to offer. If a gift
for Dad, brother, or boy friend has
Christmas seal ?
8. Was Saint Nicholas a real or you stumped, try there.
4. For Mother? Hmmmm, I'm
mythical character?
9. Was "Silent Night" written by stuck too. A sign at the P. O. says a
; an Austrian, Dane or Italian? gift of hose will really please her.
10. Where did the custom of plac
ing holly on doors and windows
originate ?
(Answers on page 6)

Phil and Norm can help you out on
that score too.
5. If you have a bit of that artistic
touch, you might copy Carol Gramlich's idea. Purchase a box of textile
paints at the Book Store, and make
your own gifts.
6. On fourth floor Magee, Lois
Opper has been sponsoring quite a
rummage sale. You may find there
what you're looking for. I hear that
Jeanne Miller was extremely satis
fied.
7. If a member of the faculty is on
your gift list, remember the old
saying, "An apple for the teacher..."
The Varsi-T-Grill will aid you in
your fruit selection.
8. Promise
boxes,
scripture
plaques, and good books will serve
as wonderful gifts for those casual
friends back home.
That just about exhausts my
gift hints for this season. Here's
hoping your last minute shopping
tours are not too hectic, and may
your Christmas vacation be a splen
did one.

Letters to Santa ...

That Song In The Air [And Hotu It Got There]
by Ruth Robinson

-

the time, hence his longing for joy
and happiness found expression
in this hymn.

Celestial music floated o'er the
"As with gladness men of old
hillside of Bethlehem as the angels
Did the guiding star behold;
sang the first Christmas carol:
As with joy they hailed it's light,
"Glory be to God in the highest
Leading onward, beaming bright;
and on earth, peace, good-will to
So, most gracious Lord, may we
ward men." The shepherds watch
Evermore be led to Thee."
ing their flocks on those Judean
We seldom think of Henr-y Wadshills were so moved and touched
worth Longfellow as a hymn
by what they had heard that they
writer, for at the mention of his
left thpir charge and went in
name we fancy a great "chest
search of their Saviour and King.
nut tree." However, one of the
Through all ages men have been
most beautiful of all Christmas
touched by the glory of this great
carols is, "I Heard the Bells." This
music and today there are among
was written when the thought of
the musical treasures of every
peace weighed heavily upon his
land more songs of Christmas than
mind. The United 'States was en
of any other season.
gaged in the bloody turmoil of the
Among the best loved carols of
Civil War- and in the midst of this
all time is a simple song telling
comes the strain "peace on earth
of the beauty of the Holy Night—
Although the hymn "As With good will to men." Perhaps it
"Silent Night." This carol has an Gladness Men of Old" is not so would be well for us to sing
interesting history which dates popular as many that herald the again the words of Henry Wadsback to the year 1818, when Josef Christmas story, yet it contains a %orth Longfellow:
Mohr, the vicar of the little church very beautiful message of joy,
"Then pealed the bells more loud
at Oberndorf, wrote the words at gladness, and presonal petition to
and deep —
the request of the schoolmaster God.
God is not dead, nor doth he
and organist, Franz Gruber. Grusleep;
According to Cynthis Pearl
ber had gone to the church on the
The wrong shall fail, the right
Maus,
this
hymn
was
written
by
afternoon of Christmas Eve, and
prevail,
found the organ could not be used Wilham Dix when he was twentyWith peace on earth, good-will to
for the Christmas service. He was three years old. He was recovering
men."
in despair, for he knew that no Jfrom a very serious illness at

Dear Santa,
%Macy's Dept. Store
Now that I am a big girl and have
found out that there really is a
Santa Claus ('cause I peeked last
year) I wonder, Santa, would you
please help me find suitable gifts
for my friends?
Is there something in your,, work
shop for two nice little girls, Claudia
and Betty?? (They are the quiet,
bashful .'type that play with loaded
guns.)
And then there is Miriam Sher
man—please leave her some flannel
P.J.'s as her roommate Ms partKnowles and part-Eskimo.
It was overheard that Miss Butz
wants an onomatopeia. (We think
that is Pig-Latin for automobile.)
As for me, Santa I want the same
thing I asked for last year. Now I
wonder—is there really a Santa
Claus?
Janet Wilkerson
Dear Santa Claus,
What do I want for Christmas?
Well, years ago, I trustingly wrote,
"Please, Santa, bring all the other
little girls and boys what they want
first, and if there are any tricycles
left over, may I have one?" This
Christmas of 1949 I'd like to keep
the spirit of that same old letter, but
please, Santa, could I substitute a
new Plymouth for the tricycle?
Hortense Unger

Dear Santi Clawz,
I'm kinda teed off over the fact
that I didn't get none of them dudey
presents I wanted last year.
If youse will remember, I wanted
one of them fancy Chevellac Sooperdeelux seedans with horn rimmed
headlights, heater, and nielon upholsterie, but ya hoode, ya dint send
it. Now my snake has left me.
This year I've latched on to a
new chick and boy—I'm ready! Ya
can ferget about the car. Her old
man is president of some bank out
west and boy, is she loaded! She's
got a new Jefferson convertible se
dan. Check 'at, will ya?
Now, I'll teel yar what, Fat Boy.
This is what I'd like fer ya to bring
me. Ya know them new, sharp melon
shirts with a reverseble coller and
zipper? That's fer me. And then
there's them new pegg-ed corderoi
pants, and while yer at it, squire,
I'd like fer ya to bring me a set of
the Ensyhlopeedia Brittannika so I
can keep up with my gal. She's really
got it upstairs. Then, if it wouldn't
be askin too much I'd like fer ya to
get me one of them new one-tousend
shot water-cannans on wheels. Make
with some sharp argiles socks, Ches
ter wade-sale shoes, nielon handkercheefs, and som real loud an flashy
bow ties.
What a blast this Xmas would be
if yad fergit to bring this stuff. So
let's really roll-em this year, Whisk
ers!
D. D. Leshwood
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Rappy Slew ¥car
As the Bell Foretell
by Babs Rioux
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The Bell Toll Me

Let us project ourselves into
by Babs Rioux
the year 2000 A.D. and see what
The old Taylor bell has witnes- Magee Dorm war, chosen so that
changes the old Ad. Building bell
sed a lot of campus changes since the two small trees in the field
has observed in this last half of
the Maria Hall (Ad. Building to behind the Ad. Building would bethe 20th century.
you) was completed in '94. The come apart of the front court,
Why, look, the steps of the
students returning that year were
.
Ayres Library are time-worn and
mighty glad to see the tall, pointed !
Maria De-Spired
scarred. There is constant noise
spire and two, high chimneys
Also that year students watched
and activity behind the library
flanking the lonely looking build- for the tower of the heating plant
as jet planes take off and land at
ing. "Ah," they said, "No more as they returned instead of the
Taylor's air field.
glasses in the Upland Methodist "chopped" off spire of Maria
The
Taylor
football-baseball
Church."
/
Wright Hall.
statium back of Magee Dorm is
Students will be students whe"We can't study." wailed the
quite desolate at this Christmas
ther it's '94 or '49 and I suppose students in the early '20s.
No
season.
gripes were flung as hungry book wonder, in addition to the noisy
Also the cement tennis courts
worms gathered at the new Sam- athletes playing tennis a few feet
and soccer fields across the road
my Morris Dining Hall, and the behind the Ad. Bldg. and softball
are devoid of activity. Most of
boys living on second floor dashed beside Sickler, all sorts of noises
the fellows not in classes are
down at the last minute.
came from the half-built Magee
watching television in their parlor
Now replace (mentally) the Dorm,
in the Dakota Dorm across from
bookstore window with a stairway
Oh, that poor dorm! The sides
the old Magee-Campbell'-Wisconleading up to the girls' rooms were almost bricked up without
son Dorm.
while noisy students clanked dishes including the parlors in the floor
All at once the precise electronic
in the present bookstore, and olan. Then some wanted to re
class bell sounds and we watch
|you'll have a view of campus life locate the half-built dorm over by
science students stream from the
Sickler. Whew! we narrowly es
I in '97.
Draper
Observatory
atop
the
Just before the turn of the caped that.
Bushey-Nussbaum
Science Hall
In 1925 students became con
century the bell could have heard
chatting excitedly about life on
new students as they came from scious of the eye sores on the
Mars. The science building is
chapel on first floor of the Ad. campus so the classes of '25, '26,
located between the library and the
Bldg. comment on the board walks, '27 donated the landscaping of the
Maytag Gymnasium.
by Dr. Burt W. Ayres grams. Holding the two nights wind mill and gas well, and watch sunken gardens, front court, and
Next, the Varsity Swimming
. , .,
,
„ .,
,
..
and forcing other programs to them as the fellows walked the entrance to the athletic field re
Team comes from practice, griping
At the turn of the century,
,
4,
J' the other nights
was a cause worth girls to Speicher Dorm or the spectively. Incidentally, the ath
that the Stow-Cofield Gym and Thalonian Literary Society, proud
contending for in those days of ".parlor house" next door where letic field was the Christmas de
Pool aren't finished yet so they of its name, its motto, its halfsire of the students of 1926.
Swallow Robin stands today.
limited social privilege.
still have to use the Maytag Girls century of glorious achievement
Maybe the students of those
A few years later the students
Until the construction of the in their "speedy" buggies over years were trying to be soothsay
in eminent output, flaunting its
Gym.
Oh, well life isn't too bad. The colors of pink and yellow, had a Mftigee-iCamjpbell-Wisconsijn build looked the store at the entrance ers but they didn't do so well, as
block long, three story business half-century of rootage. (In par- ing, we had no real parlor of great of T. U., forgot to notice the heat the sweaters of '45 were anything
building is buzzing with activity: enthesis, I must hasten here to capacity. In Swallow Robin (built ing plant between the Ad. Bldg. but tight-waisted, skirts were any
as the university Post Office, Book say that these colors were changed about 1915), the part now used as and road, but craned their necks thing but long, and coiffures were
Store, Grocery and Resturant years later to orange and black, a class-room constituted a double to get a better view of the new anythings but piled high. Also
carry on business.
No student and again just recently to red and parlor room with door between. Sickler Dorm or the shiny ob their proposed Ft. Wayne Gym be
need go hungry now because if black. In the yellow kerosene and The "back parlor" could be secured servatory.
came a reality later on as May
they dislike the variety of food natural gas light of the early for very private interviews. Per
tag Gym, while their other future
Beans, Crackers and Potatoes
buildings are incorporated) into
served in the cafeteria they ex years at Upland, the two colors mission arranged in advance for
certain times was building was
change the meal ticket for mer looked alike—yellow.)
In the earljr 1900's it was just the Ayres Alumni Memorial Li
chandise at the Grocery or Res
The Philalethean Literary So occupied by women until the routine to climb to the present brary.
turant.
ciety, twenty-two years old, still M.C.W. was opened.
Spear Hall for chapel and to gripe
And Columns Were Added
A little closer observation re feeling the thrill of the adolescent
It will be observed in the eariler about the never-ending beans,
As the '20's died away the Ad.
veals that the apartments over period, and coming into the sober catalogs of names and in Gem pic crackers and unpeeled potatoes at
Building was resplendent with its
the Business Building and the ing period of morally responsible tures that the male students great- meals.
Such memories as the new portico, Maytag Gym was
newer ones behind it house some adulthood, proud also of its name ly out-numbered the female. This|debate in history class on "Is a lie
being completed, students enroll
of the married couples on T. U. and its signficance, the symbolism meant that the young men were justifiable" and the fellows serenment was being completed and
campus.
of its colors, blue and white, is very prompt in getting a date and ading the Speicher girls give Barton Rees Pogue became Direc
Next to the old Swallow-Robin firmly in the landscape. While it very watchful that there would be alumni many a chuckle.
tor of Speech and Dramatics.
Dorm is the building where the had only a limited output who had no open dating opportunity for an
Then came the early teens when
In the '30's things looked almost
student Co-op has its cleaners, been out in the struggle of life envious rival.
the school had p.n unusually large as they do today except that the
laundry, repair shops etc.
long enough to show the full power
enrollment of 150. The new Helena science building wasn't there,
The students are now looking of their wings, they could honestly
ATHLETICS REPLACE
Music Hall, Shreiner Auditorium Swallow-Robin was not so aged,
forward to the time when the boast of the brave and successful
LITERARY INTERESTS
and the basement gymnasium were and the sunken gardens were not
proposed new classromm building struggle they had made to over
just receiving the finishing touch so overgrown. Those were also
But to return to the Literary
will come into being.
come the running start the Thalos
es. Now Taylor even had physical depression years and students
Societies proper. With the stimu
There are so many interesting had of twenty-eight years.
training classes and a new domes worked for about 10 cents an hour.
lation of indoor athletics, basket
changes to see, but I'm afraid we
I came in as a teacher though ball especially, after 1911, when tic arts (Home Ec.) course.
Then the war years came and
ancients of '49 wouldn't be able I had no degree, and noticing that
In 1916 oleo seems to have been male enrollment dropped. The
the
Music
Hall
Gymnasium
was
,,
,
•
,,
to grasp them all so we'll just have most of the teachers had honorary
, ,
,, ,
....
the main food gripe but a more tennis courts were moved behind
athletic competition •
. . „„ . » .,
to picture them with our imagina membership with the Philos, I took constructed,
. . . .
,'
„ .htovovir
..
f ,
. i m p o r t a n t e v e n t o f t h e y e a r w a s Magee Dorm. The record of events
t-AAlr rho nlono ot
lntovoor I
took the place of literary
interest
I
the
beginning
of a new dormitory. and activities were kept in the
tion.
membersip with Thalos. Faculty in the societies, and what was done
members were supposed- to have was of -little interest or value. Finally in 1917 the girls proudly combination Gem-Echo.
only honorary membership; this Usually music students who could inhabited the S w a 11 o w-Robin
Behold one day the war was over,
was by invitation and acceptance, prepare sufficiently for a public Dormitory.
enrollment increased, the science
There
were
war
years.
Sad,
and a faculty member could have program could be secured, but
building was added and Taylor
yes, but they brought their laughs, looked forward to a promising
How many of the blanks can you such relation to both societies.
only when the societies had com
too. For instance, the Student future.
fill in correctly indicating the major Later I was invited to accept hon
historical events with the proper orary membership with the Philos petition programs on which they Army Training Corp established
Now only a few more days till
exhibited their
talent did„ h e r e d u r i n g t h e l a s t y e a r s o f t h e
dates the past 50 years?
. . ."star"
.
also. I make this statement to we get an interesting
1950; the first half-century will
program of
didn>t geem inclined to ]eave
clear the mystery of my answer,
soon be gone. We, the students
1
Boxer Rebellion in China.
diversified form and careful pre-. after Armistice Day so the students
of 1949 have witnessed a part of
2
President McKinley assassin when so often I am asked to which pa
ion.
[renamed
the
fellows
the
Sticksocidty I belonged. I usually have i
Taylor"s recent developments, es
ated.
In American life in general, j Around - Till - Christmas - Division. pecially in the new library, and we
no opportunity to explain, hence I
4
Sinking of the Titanic
there was a slump in dramatic Oh, yes, even the girls had some too have our hopes for the future.
answer, "both."
3. 1906
representation to the pageant. A | sort of a student army corp.
We hope it includes a new. boys
SOCIETIES HELD-IMPORTANT quicker, easier satisfaction of eye | In'21, although Arbor and Ivy
5. 1914
dorm, a completed swimming pool,
SOCIAL/PLACE
and ear. The group activity of the (Days were no longer important and improved tennis courts. These,
6. 1917
These Literary^ Societies held a pageant and a reader off stage be events, the site of the proposed too, we trust will be fulfilled in
7
World War 1 ended
very important place in the school
time.
8
Peace conference at Versail life, edujationally and socially. came a cheap substitute for the
full dramatic form.
Ed. Note—We wish to give cred
les
The programs were of a high and
it to Dr. Ayres for his time in sup
9
League of Nations organ serious order, well prepared and
In our own institution, the home- tion' 1 ,Cannot express any
ized; prohibition went into open to the public. The meetings made drama, involving a large ^ that pre-rush program. I be- plying much of the information
,
» ,•
,
... .. Hieve it is not out of place to say incorporated in this article.
effect; constitutional amend were held on Friday and Saturday number
of characters with its ...
, „
,, , u
this in general: It would better
ment permitting woman suf
slovenly
preparation,
its
attempt
nights, the two societies alternat
represent
our
claims
on
the
Chris
frage.
ing between the Fridays and to become comic by being ugly, tian pattern of life in this needy,
10. 1927
Saturdays. Only occasionally were crude, and disgusting in its char confused, fun-loving world, if \we Fifty Year Resolutions
11. 1929
they displaced. As we had no acters, and barren of cultural or should omit our moral reversals,
by Gladys Bradford
12
Hitler became Chancellor gymnasium, neither did we have moral results either to the per- chasten our comics, shift our reck
I hereby do solemnly and sanely
of Germany
any games at night in the early pormers or to the audience, made less expenditures of time and mon
resolve the following:
a soul sensitive to the finer things
13
Hindenberg dirigible de days.
ey to things and values that will
1. To buy that atomic washing
of creation, or representative art,
stroyed
abide
"when
the
world
is
on
fire."
Even after 1911, when we had
and ironing machine my husband
wonder how these motives could
With malice toward none, but won't get me.
14. 1939
our first areas
for a audience,
, .
,
ifind even toleration in personalilyceum or lecture course numbers ..
,
u i. i.
j .« *• with a deep desire to conserve
15. 1940
2. To insist that my five grand
^
— -ties such as would be hoped for m
16
U. S. A. entered Wdrld ^ ar SOmetimes displaced a Friday or
values in Taylor that lie within children attend Taylor Institute.
a "college that cares for the soul."
her claimed and proclaimed obII
»
Saturday night program but such
3. To never exceed the 208
17
Invasion of Noriftandy by a(d-jon was strongly resisted by the
Not having attended any of the jectives, and with many precious M-P.H. speed limit on Upland's 6
AlliedRo0osCeevelt
died; United students. The main reason for regular meetings of any of the memories of 52 years, and con lane super highway.
18.'
. ,
such resistance was the fact that literary societies recently, I have scious of mahy omissions in the
4. To donate $10 towards the Tay
Nations organize
were almost exclusively no direct knowledge of their work changes of circumstance of these lor Swimming Pool Fund.
married "dates"
19.
Duke of Edinburgh
limited to the two nights of Liter- j within their own walls. Having historically valuable societies, '
5. To do all in my power to hang
20 1948
ary Society programs and faculty- been off campus during the dis- hope yet to be considered an ho- on to every last grey hair on my
approved non-religious night pro-1 play following Thanksgiving vaca-norary Thalo and Philo.
head.
(Answers on page 6)

The Literary Societies for 50 Years

Half Century Quiz
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IND. CENTRAL DROPS TROJANS, 82-76
Ross Bags 21
Points In
Net Thriller

Trojan Athletics
On the March

R U M M A G I N G
A
R O U N D

by "The Spectator"
by Red Fraser
The year 1950 ushers in the sec
The
Indiana
Central Greyhounds
ond half of the 20th Century. The
scored eight points in the last two
life
of
Taylor
University
spans
two
with Eddie Shy
minutes of play to shade the Tay
centuries in its history. However,
lor
University Trojans 82-76
•every dpartment of the school can
Saturday night in Maytag Gymn
not claim that honor.
"Gee! They can't be that lucky when they are beaten; they don't
asium.
The youngest department at Tay
all the time" was Coach Odle's quit; they fail to go down. WhenOral Ross set the Trojans itlor University is the Physical Edu
comment as he walked into the ever they reach their lowest ebb
head five seconds after the initial
cation Department, graduating stu- !
Taylor dressing room after the is just when they come bouncing dents in physical education for the
jump as he dumped in^t two hand
game Saturday night. Of course back to reach their highest peak, first time in 1942. The first course
ed push shot. The Greyhounds im
he was referring to the Indiana They keep hanging on; like a offered in physical education was in
mediately caught fire to streak
Central team that beat Taylor for dazed boxer they come reeling off 1939.
into the lead, scoring 36 points to
the 24th consecutive time.
the ropes with a furious counterthe Trojans 14. Coach Odle re
A brief histdry of athletics, a vital
Naturally disappointed, slightly attack,
moved his stunned Trojans and re
part of Taylor's department of phys
disgusted, and a little disillusionIt is this undeniable spirit that ical education, reveals that Taylor
placed them with a new five. Three
ed; Coach had a hard time holding will carry the Trojans through first had an intra-mural program,
minutes later a rejuvenated Tro
back his emotional feelings after the California trip and the re- later developed into an inter-society
jan five returned from a locker
watching his Trojans go down to mainder of the season successfully, program, with basketball, baseball,
room conference to take the floor
defeat after such a knockdown, I still predict 15 victories for Tay- track, and tennis being the promin
and completely stifle the Grey
drag-out affair.
lor and possibly a few more. Any- ent sports. :AH basketball games
hounds. The men of Troy were not
to be stopped as they intercepted
I wish I could have been in on way, this is the most interesting then were played in Taylor gymnas
and fast broke the Greyhounds for
that pep-talk, or whatever you bal1 club I have ever followed. I ium in the basement of the present
25 points while the Hounds were
might call it, that Coach gave the have sat on the end of the bench Music Hall. When the new gymnas
garnering but seven. After both a
boys in the training room. Maybe, during the last two ball games, ium was erected in the late 20's the
hectic and jubilant first half the
he took each boy over his knee aPd the spirit that prevails there program in athletics improved.
You may wonder why the number
scoreboard read 44-41, Central.
and warmed him up a little. I don't ls ln ltself a marvel. It's an honor
The second half got under way
know but whatever it was it cer- to be a reserve on this ball club, "31"~is inserted in the center of the
floor in Maytag Gym
Don't forget to give Coach Odle basketball
as Johnny Nelson intercepted a
tainlv worked. Trailing 30-12 they
pass and handed off to Hort Stow
came out of that little confab a lot of credit for the way he has nasium. The class of 1931 contri
for a quick two points. Nelson
fighting mad and "rarin" to go/conditioned and drilled this ball buted the flooring as their parting
followed through with a neat hook
Shortly after the half they had team. He has his heart and soul gift to the college.
In 1933 a group of interested ath
shot putting the Trojans ahead for
the score tied at 44-44.
'nt° it.
letics secured permission of the ad
the first time. Wilhelmi and
Stow and Rose, the adrenalin Jo Coach Odle and the boys
ministration to play some other
Wright then kept the Trojans in
kids were terrific. Time after wh° make the California trip go colleges. It was pretty tough the first
the race as the lead changed hands
time' they stole passes and broke
sincere wishes for success year as the players bought their own
every minute or so. With six min
up Central's offense with close J sure hat the entire student own suits, scheduled their own
utes remaining and Taylor in
guarding. We can't forget Johnny body, faculty, and alumni will be games, and paid for their transport
front the wall started to collapse
(arms and fingers) Nelson as becking of you, and praying for ation.
as Nelson left for the showers
played the best game of his ca-1 y°u daily,
In 1934 the administration took
via the foul route. In the next two
I think that Melvin Hill must
reer.
1 have forseen our current basket charge and they played their first
minutes two more men of Troy took
The game is over, but we are
inter-collegiate schedule. Their first
to the showers over the same
ball team and the California trip coach was C. Crawford and since
still proud. It is no disgrace to
when he wrote the third verse of 1934 Taylor has had a total of nine WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21— route. Stow received his fifth foul
lose to a team like Indiana Cen
and then Big Norm collected his
our Alma Mater:
7:25-8:05 First Period Classes
coaches.
tral. Central lost to the University
fifth personal. In the remaining
Far and wide her fame is spread
8:10-8:50
Second
Period
Classes
Certainly
the
second
half
of
the
of Kentucky, 1949 NCAA Cham
five minutes the Central team
ing,
8:55-9:35 Third Period Classes
20th century will see more giant
pions, by only twenty points. Then
eluded
the hard pressing Trojans
Till in every land,
9:40-10:20 Fourth Period Classes
strides by Taylor University in the
and tossed in three buckets to
10:20
a.m.
Christmas
Recess
Be
1
Men
sha11
hear
the
name
of
Tay
field
of
athletics
as
her
athletes
go
ported School of^OOo! by^twelve
"
clinch the game.
lor,
gins
from the school to present Christian
points. Now our Trojans come And her purpose grand.
Oral Ross led the Trojan scor
8:00
p.m.
Basketball,
Rose
Poly,
athletics to needy educational insti
along and battle them right down
ing
attack with 21 points followed
Fellow students, I'm sure that tutions.
there.
,
to the final gun before bowing, as we go home for this vacation"
by Stow and Wilhelmi, with 18 and
WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY
4—
and then only because three of we can sing more fervently than
14 points respectively.
1:10 p.m. Christmas Recess Ends
their first five men foul out. Our ever before that chorus:
The games played Saturday
6:40 p.m. Thalos Shreiner Aud CHUCKLE
Trojans need to make no apolo Gladly our voices echo her praises,
were as follows:
itorium
A salesman stranded in a small
gies for losing that ball game.
Taylor the School we love,
B League
6:40 p.m. Philos, Society Hall
village asked one of the natives if
Monday, December 26, the Tro Gaily her colors float on the Wisconsin third floor, east—24
6:40 p.m. Chi Kappas, Recreation there was a movie in town.
jans embark on the long-talkedWisconsin second floor, west—31
breezes,
Hall
"Nope," was the reply.
about and now realized California They our devotion prove.
Game high scorer: Beeson with
"Any pool rooms or bowling al
16 points.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 5—
trip. The trip will cover 6,000
A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND Swallow Robin second floor—34
miles and some of the strongest
6:40 p.m. All-College Prayer Meet leys?"
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL. Wisconsin second floor, east—-18
"Nope."
competition in the West will be
ing, Shreiner Auditor
Game high scorer: Sandoval with
"What form of amusement do you
met. For example: California Pol
The Rummager.
ium
12 points.
have?"
asked the salesman.
ytechnic, a school of 3,000 boys,
FRIDAY, JANUARY 6—
Swallow Robin first floor—32
"Wal, come down to the drug
who has Taylor University listed
Commuters, Marion—30
9:38 A.M. Chapel
store," said the old man, "thar's a
on the same schedule with Oregon
Game high scorer: Hawkins with SATURDAY, JANUARY 7—
freshman home from college."
10 points.
State and UCLA. In addition there
7:30 p.m. "That Kid Buck," Philo
A
League
will be games with Phoenix, Ari
Motion Picture, Sherin- MONDAY, JANUARY 9
This week marks the beginning Swallow Robin third floor—22
er Auditorium
zona; Highlands, New Mexico; and
9:38 a.m. Chapel
Wisconsin
fourth
floor,
east—28
of the intramural basketball sea
Westmont and Pasadena, Calif.
6:40 p.m. Ambassadors for Christ,
Game high scorer: Oliver with 13 SUNDAY, JANUARY 8—
,
The schedule is stiff and the son.
Society Hall
9:30 a.m. Sunday school, Upland
points.
Twelve teams opened the sea
traveling is going to be rough, son's competition by playing their Wisconsin fourth floor, west—17
TUESDAY, JANUARY 10—
churches
but this Trojan team
9:38 A.M. Faculty and Student
10:30 a.m. Morning Worship, Up
„ , .. is going to j games Saturday morning and af- Wisconsin third floor, west—46
Game high scorer: Melvin with
prayer groups
win its share of ball games on ;ternoon
land Churches
14 points.
6:40 p.m. T-Club
this trip. At least two and possi-1
jg
desire of the athletic
4:00 p.m. Holiness League, Society
6:40 P.M. Girls Cultural Societies
bly three.
' department that the student body House boys—28
Hall
7:00 P.M. Basketball, Anderson,
Our Trojans have got "guts." take an earnest interest in partici- Married men—33
7:30 p.m. Evangelistic Service,
Game high scorer: Burns with 17
Time after time they have proved pating and following this year s
Here
Shreiner Auditorium

Calendar-

Intramural
Highlights

points.

it this year. They never know intramural basketball.

dren will buy quantities of spark cookies in the shape of angels, the Bride of Christ becomes a
lers and fireworks and really have saints and the child Jesus. Gifts mother to these orphans.
also hang from the tree or are Palestine—Jeannette Elissa
a bang of a good time 1
Our last stop takes us to the
The main event of Christmas placed at the foot of it.
The Pfarrer (priest) who pre origin of the Christmas Story.
(Continued from page 3)
day, however is when the family
can go to church. Each one dressed sides, intones the "Gloria in Ex- Jeanette Elissa shows us around
know Christ. For
the .Christians
India Christmas
Js
>r tne
A?nrisu»u» In <*«—
. no^cele. A^pr_
in probably a new garment bought pellus" and the children take part. Bethlehem of Judea and tells us
in
it is not only a time of fun and brated^ wehas become a national for the occassion, they will sing While appropriate gospel selec about the present-day customs.
gift giving, but of rejoicing in the holiday and stores and banks are lustily the grand old Christmas tions are spoken in unison, and
Because of the many sects there
birth of the Saviour of the world. closed on that day, but for the : carols which have been translated song, carols, and recitations are are several different Christmases
In this way Latin America un vast mass of Indians, Christmas I for them and which they call given, the bells and carillon of celebrated. Protestants and Catho
ites her voice with those of the holds no special interest. In fact bhajans. Often the children take the Parish Church accentuate the lics have theirs on December 25,
world singing the favorite Christ there are many millions who have part in some simple program il festive spirit with their melodious the Greek Orthodox, thirteen days
later, and the Armenians and
mas hymn, "Noche de paz, noche never heard mentioned the name lustrating the first Christmas tones.
A village teacher, dressed as Copts later than this.
de amor"—"Silent Night."
Christmas Day or bara dm as the night. Christmas in India is a
On Christmas Eve people crowd
simple affair but a very deep and an angel, narrates the Christmas
natives call it.
France—Mrs. Rayle
into
Bethlehem for the services, to
story.
Then
more
songs
and
hymns
There is no "White Christmas , soul-impressing one.
view the manger, aryi to visit the
Our plane norw swoops across the
are sung.
Germany—Dr.
Charbonnier
no evergreen tree to fcorate Kerosene lights, resting in hand shepherd field about a mile away.
sea to France, and Mrs. Fayle
Dr. Charbonnier now takes over
iSanta Claus is unheard of — yet
tells us of Christmas in that in a little Indian Christian home as we see Germany spread out be wrought silver stands, replace the Here again are disagreements as
burned down candles and light up to where the field and manger
country.
there is a time of rejoicing and low us. Our stop here is in the a Bethlehem scene of exquisite actually were.
French children write letters to
fairy-like
village
of
Oberammerthanksgiving. Children will col
The Protestants have their ser
workmanship in one corner. A fire
P&re Noel (Santa Claus). They lect scraps of colored bits of paper gau.
place their shoes in front of the or tinsM and make them into long | The town council has invited is started in the fireplace and vices in the square in front of the
fire place and P6re Noel fills them chains, each link a simple but eighty orphans to the spacious gifts, toys and wearing apparel church because of the great num
with toys and sweets. He is the beautiful color. Then they drape town hall assembly room whose are distributed among the chil ber of people. Also a trip is made
to Jerusalem where they have the
e
dren.
one who is supposed to bring
these along the walls of their mud 'walls are covered with frescoes
Then starts a series of house Bethlehem scene. This scene con
gifts. The older folks exchange hut, endeavoring to make it loo 'depicting Biblical scenes and charcalls by tbe children where they sists of the town of Bethlehem, the
gifts at New Years.
"Christmasy." Gifts are ^changed ' acters as well as historical events.
There are Christmas trees and among the family, usually in the The costumed children come in give well wishes and receive more hillside with the shepherds, and
creches (nativity scenes). After form of simple cards or pictures, 'singing "Stille Nacht, heilige gifts. The festivities are conclud life size figures in the Nativity
midnight there is a reveillon oi or baskets of fruit and candy. Nacht" and are seated around a ed in the orphanage chapel where scene.
The Christmas story is so real
Christmas eve dinner at which There is no elaborate dinner pre ' gigantic pine tree. It is lighted the organ is playing carols. Once
in
this atmosphere, and one's soul
again
because
of
the
Christ
who
by
hundreds
of
candles
and
decmany good things are served.
pared, just the simple Indian dish, 1
loved little children and took them is stirred again by the greatest
orated
with
fruit,
highly
colored
India—Dave LeShana \
dal, bhat and curry. But sometimes
Next we drop down to India. at night after the meal, the chil ! walnuts, pictures and multicolored up in His arms 'and blessed them of all miracles—Christ's birth.
Our guide here is Dave Le Shana.

Christmas Cosmorama
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Club 1lews

Get Acquainted

Answers to
j "What's Your Christmas I. Q.?"

by Claudia Groth

11.
2.

AMBASSADORS FOR CHRIST

Let's get acquainted! Rev. Hazen
I Sparks kindly consented to tell us
Miss Barbara Crozier of the Slavic all about himself, so let's get acGospel Association (formerly Rus ! quainted.
sian Gospel Association), will be i He is the man who comes around
representing the field of Alaska at every Sunday night to preach at the
Ambassadors for Christ to be held , Sunday evening service. He also
in Shreiner Auditorium January 9, ' speaks for the Fellowship Hour as
| well as for various occasional meetduring the 6:40 hour.
Miss Crozier, who will be showing ' ings on campus. In short, he is the
Methodist minister in Upland who is
informative kodachrome slides and
vitally connected with Taylor's removies of the North Land, has been l ligious program.
in village pioneer work in Alaska for
! Now for a bit of his history. Born
the past eight years and is looking
in Sully, Iowa, he was fourth from
forward to returning to new villages : the top in a family of twelve. His
Mhat are without the Gospel early parents were farmers, and Hazen
next summer.
was the only child who felt his call
Her brother, Fred, who has recent to another field. Grade school was
ly been accepted under the S. G. A. spent in a country school-house,
as a missionary candidate to Alaska while high school was spent in New
for radio work, will be with her, pre ton, Iowa.
His sophmore year was an out
senting the gospel in testimony and
standing one, for at the first of the
on his vibra-harp and marimba.
year he was converted and toward
the last he received his call to the
ministry.
The Lord provided for him to come
to Taylor by having Mr. L. H. May
tag help him financially. He grad
uated in the class of '31.
It was at Taylor that Mr. Sparks
met his wife. That event happened at
a Halloween party when they were
both masked. They went together
intermittently during his college
years and were married two weeks
after he graduated.
In the way of hobbies, fishing hits
the top of the list. He also likes
good books and has a personal libr
ary, although he finds our college
library very useful also.
Now, as Rev. Sparks, he took his
first appointment at Bloustville,
Indiana. As a minister he has never
once doubted his calling. He loves
people especially young people, and
of course Taylor's students are his

CHI SIGMA PHI

Forty Chi Sigma Phi members
and their dates left Magee Lobby
last Wednesday evening to sing
Christinas carols to campus resi
dents.
After covering the campus, they
returned to Rec Hall where a short
program under the direction of
Betty Tusant was presented. After
this entertainment, which consist
ed of vocal solos by Miriam Sher
man and Flora Adams and a pant
omime by Dee Jay Hardleben, Ann
Smith, and Jackie Hopson, refresh
ments were served.
Concluding the evening iwere de
votions led by Ruth Henry, assist
ed by a trio (Marjory Warner,
Eldora Rempel, and Miriam Sher
man), and Beverly Pearson, Mary
Ann Fleming, Jeannette Elissa, ANSWERS TO CHRISTMAS
and Ann Smith.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Leialoke Society
The Odle house was the scene, last
evening, of the Christmas meeting
of the Leialoke Society. Leaving the
Magee Dorm the group joined in
singing Christmas carols. Upon ar
riving at the home a warm fire and
brightly lighted Christmas tree
greeted the carolers.
After a short business meeting
conducted by Jean Knowles the
group again sang carols, this time
led by Liz Brose. Dr. Cross gave
her version of Bird's "Christmas
Carol." Francis Hay led in devo
tions.
Climax of the evening centered
around the Christmas tree where
gifts were distributed in "musical
chair" fashion. Afterwards, refresh
ments, consisting of cakes, tea, sand
wiches, and punch, were served.

COMPLIMENTS

OF

WILSON'S
Food Market
LARGE VARIETY OF ALL
STOCKS TO CHOOSE FROM
BILL WILSON

ACROSS: 1. Gay; 4. Pop; 7.
And; 10. Oka; 11. Ail; 12. Nor;
13. Icicle; 15. GE; 16. Snack; 17.
Dolls; 20. Te; 21. Re; 22. Ahs;
24. Son; 26. Ro; 27. Mt.; 28.
Snows; 30. Hosea; 33. OK; 34.
Nil; 35. Cur; 36. Fir; 39. Led; 41.
Era; 42. Ala; 43. Oto.
DOWN: 1. Go; 2. Akin; 3. Yacats; 4. Pack; 5. Oil; 6. Pled; 7.
Angels; 8. Noel; 9. Dr; 14. Ice;
16. Stars; 18. Or; 19. Santa; 23.
Honour; 25. Omelet; 29. Okra; 31.
On; 32. Silo; 35. Ci; 36. Fa; 37.
II; 38. Ra; 40. Do.

^ervVv
chris\x*&

"A

favorites.
The Sparks have multipled into a
group of six by this time. He is a
typical family man and personal
pastor, which means it is good just
to talk to him about life. Try it
sometime if you have not already.

Modern Pure Oil
Service Station
Tires, Accessories,
Battery Service, Lubrication,
Light Mechanical Work

The Station with the
Largest Student Trade

College Students
Home made rolls
Sunday Mornings

JANITOR
Also French Fries and

HENLEY
FLORAL CO.
1510 S. Walnut St.
Hartford City, Ind.
Paul Steiner, Campus Rep.
Room 349, Wisconsin

The Oaks
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
SOFT DRINKS
GAS & OIL

REPRESENTATIVE

Upland Hardware

MARION
Agents:
Paul Steiner Charles Kempton
John Travis
Erma Gardner

Welcome

Upland
Beauty Shop

TAYLOR
STUDENTS

Post Office Building

Pete's
Mobil Service

Appointment by phone

CALL 72
Gladys Clark, Manager

CITIZENS INSURANCE AGENCY
UPLAND INSURANCE AGENCY
All Forms of Insurance
PHONE 333

UPLAND

\

(Fred's Flap-Jacks)

Indiana Tech

Dec. 20

Rose Poly

Dec. 21

UPLAND CAFE

THE COLLEGE STORE

DRY CLEANERS

VARSI T
GRILL

GAS CITY

Upland Baking Co.

For
REAL QUALITY
and
SERVICE

THE

MILLER
MOTOR SALES

THAT HITS THE SPOT

UPLAND

PHONE 61

Tasty Treats

GOOD SERVICE

Pastries

Complete Food Market
Frozen Foods

Half-Mile East of Gas City onj
The Upland Pike

Colescott's Cafe

For Tasty

.4

FLOWERS

GO GET 'EM TROJANS

50* PLATE LUNCH

Showalter's Grocery

Brown-Trueblood

PHONE 92

Short Orders Week-ends

Special

1. 1900 ; 2. 1903; 3. San Francisco
earthquake; 4. 1912.; 5 World War
I began; 6. U. S. A. entered World
War I; 7. 1918; 8. 1919; 9. 1920; 10
Lindbergh's non-stop Ailaqtic flight;
11. Financial panic in U. S. A.; 12.
1933; 13. 1937; 14. Wodd War II
began; 15. F. D. Roosevelt elected
for a third term as president; 16.
1941; 17. 1944; 18. 1945; 19. 1947;
20. Truman elected for a full term
as president.

FOR

OLLIE'S

Short orders
Hamburgers

Dickens.
"X" is the Greek equivalent
of "Ch" and represents the
"Christ" in Christmas.
3. In General Grant National
Park, California.
4. Reputedly sent in England in
1845 by W. C. Dobson, a painter.
5. Santa Claus is the shortened
American
name for "Santa
Nikalaus"— the Dutch settlers'
name for Saint Nicholas.
6. It has its basis 'in Scandina
vian myth.
7. Holboell invented the seal in
Denmark in 1904; sold in U. S.
since 1907.
8. Saint Nicholas was a real per
son born in Asia Miner.
9. Words by Father Josef Mohr,
music toy Franz Gruber—Austrians.
10. In England presumably. Holly
was considered the bugaboo of
witches and rwas hung up to
ward them off.

Answers To Half Cetntury Quiz

Blackford Airport

Ask for it either way . , . both
trade-marks mean the same thing.

MURRAY F. INMAN, MANAGER
North on Road No. 3. Phone 1222.
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA
Charter and Passenger Service. Dual Instruction.

We're here to SERVE you!
"Your Satisfaction Is Our Pleasure"
Hours — Monday through Saturday — 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Upland Barber Shop
Gale Clark

Tony Black
Post Office Building

With the student body at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis — it's the Coffman
Memorial Union. Coca-Cola is a favorite here, as
in student gathering places everywhere. For a
between-classes pause, or after an evening bullsession—Coke belongs.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
COCA-COLA

BOTTLING

COMPANY

OF

PORTLAND,

INC.

© 1949, The Coca-Cola Company

